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In the box there are the elliptic sleeping tube
The main-cushion and the backside-cushion.

RONDO WALL is designed for wall mounting.
Here is shown how you can mount RONDO WALL
on your own in a few steps

For this purpose 4 mounting lashes are appropriated at
the back of the tube through which RONDO WALL
should be screwed to the wall.
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We recommend that you create a drilling template from
a newspaper or wrapping paper by placing the tube on
it and mark the holes of the mounting lashes.
Fig. 1 and 2
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Then align the drilling template in the wished position,
fix it with poster tabs and mark the attachment points.
Fig. 3
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The enclosed pegs are standard pegs and are suitable
for the attachment in massive walls made out of stone.
Please, pay attention that the state of the walls is very
different and every kind of wall requires its own
attachment technology.
Special peg for gypsum cardboard, for example.
If you are insecure about this you can consult certainly
in every property market or contact us for help.
Now place the appropriate pegs in the drill holes and
screw the tubes firmly onto the wall.
Fig. 4
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For reasons of production, with the models RONDO
WALL Leather and RONDO WALL Felt the cover are
produced with a little bit at the end which is closest to
the wall. To compensate this the distance sleeves
should be placed between the mounting lashes and the
wall.
Now place the main-cushion in the tube.
Place the backside-cushion between the main-cushion
and the wall of the sleeping-tube and push it against
the wall. The backside-cushion is also designed that it
holds by its elastic clamps.
Fig. 5
We wish you and your cat a lot of fun with your
RONDO WALL.
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